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The planning for further development in the USA at this time is

a mixture of expectation and guessing. Modeling development is

certain to continue, but the target reactor is uncertain. The

results of the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation (INFCE)

and, in the USA, the Non-Proliferation Alternate System Assessments

Program (NASAP) and the Large Plant Design Study will provide the

basis for decisions in 1981-82. The next plant may or may not use

the FFTR driver fuel design. The planning, therefore, emphasizes

fundamentals and flexibility.

There are many options to be modeled. The FFTF driver fuel per-

formance in FFTF must be evaluated; both the reference and improved

designs. A decision to use the FTR driver design in the large plant

will demand predictions on the effects of axial blankets, constant

power (rather than decreasing) throughout life, and power changes,

behavior beyond breach and design basis transients in large plants.

A decision favoring a lower doubling time oxide design adds the

effects of higher strength/lower swelling alloys, increased pin

diameter, reduced cladding thickness/diameter, increased smeared

density, gap versus pellet density, and reduced pin pitch/diameter.

A helium bonded carbide design adds concern about increased potential

for fuel-cladding-assembly mechanical interactions. And blanket pin

performance predictions, either in a homogeneous or a heterogeneous

core, add an increasing power history and enhanced assembly inter-

actions. It is possible that the decision will be to choose a first

core and retain all options for later cores.

The modeling objective, for whatever options are chosen, is to

predict the effect of normal and off-normal design conditions on per-

formance limits (i.e., fuel temperature, pin deformation, pin lifetime).

Several significant uncertainties in the mechanisms associated with

the performance limits remain and will be addressed. These include

gap closure, gap conductance and fuel properties at higher burnup,

fuel-fission product reactions, retained gas, breach mechanisms,

assembly interactions and behavior beyond breach, plus establishing

appropriate criteria.

The LIFE system, with its elements of ID and 2D fundamental

modeling, algorithms, and analysis guidelines is appropriate for this

work. The thermal and structural solution procedures are stable.

Modules for improved or new behavior models and properties can be

added readily. The cost of running these codes is not large,

compared to Physics, or compared to running tests. Further,

the "reference code" system has proven an excellent means for

communication between analysts in the USA. There is room for improve-

ment, but no major change in approach is planned.

Both pin and assembly tests in EBR II and FFTF are planned to

isolate the effects of design variations, and will provide the data
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to verify the modeling. EBR-II will be operating through the early

80's at least, and FFTF fuel loading begins this Summer. In addition,

irradiation of 10-15 assemblies 1n FFTF to qualify the large plant

design is planned by the mid 80's. The modeling target is to com-

plete a verified LIFE system on the same schedule.

Thus, future theoretical fuel pin modeling in the USA (1) will

increase to predict the effects of new designs on performance limits,

(2) will maintain the "reference LIFE system" approach for communi-

cating between analysts, and eventually with licensing, and (3) will,

with the test program, provide the technology for large plant first

core design by the mid 80"s.

MODELING-REQUIREMENTS

FFTR DRIVER FUEL SURVEILLANCE

LARGE PUNT

• FFTF DESIGN

• LOWER DOUBLING TIME OXIDE DESIGN

• CARBIDE

• BLANKET

- RADIAL

- HETEROGENEOUS CORE

ALL OF THE ABOVE

PERFORMANCE ISSUES 128

• SMEARED POROSITY (GAP VS. PELLET DENSITY)

• GAP CLOSURE RATE

• FISSION PRODUCT REDISTRIBUTION (R - Z)

t FISSION PRODUCT FUEL REACTIONS

• BURNUP EFFECTS ON FUEL PROPERTIES

(CONDUCTIVITY, CREEP, ETC.)

• HIGH BURNUP GAP CONDUCTANCE

• DISTRIBUTION OF RETAINED FISSION GASES

• STEADY-STATE AND TRANSIENT BREACH MECHANISMS

• LOCALLY PERTURBED CONDITIONS

• STRUCTURAL DISCONTINUITIES

• PIN-ASSEMBLY INTERACTIONS WITH EXPOSURE

• POST-BREACH PIN PERFORMANCE

• DEFINITION OF THERMAL AND STRUCTURAL DESIGN

CRITERIA
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The approach to modeling in the LIFE system is mechanistic.

Reflecting the current state of understanding, the LIFE models at

this time cover a range of mechanistic depth, from diffusion theory

in the migration models to simple correlations of the cladding

swelling data. The new oxygen migration model in LIFE4 improves

the fundamental understanding of the effect of stoichiometry in

the fuel temperature performance limit. The cladding wastage model

shows where improvement is needed to understand pin chemistry effects

in cladding breach.

The behavior models such as oxygen migration and cladding

wastage are superposed on thermal and structural solution procedures

which are well established and adaptable to model changes. LIFE

performs a one-dimensional analysis of axisymmetric, concentric

rings at ten axial nodes. The nodes are independent, except for

the cladding temperature and fission gas pressure calculations. In

the thermal solution procedure, the cladding temperature may be

either calculated or input (from more detailed subchannel thermal/

hydraulics analysis). All heat is generated in the fuel, and is

distributed according to the fissile and density profile. Gap

conductance is a model. The fuel temperature is calculated ring by
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